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eagling is an old sport. In its purest form, hunters and a pack of dogs follow the quarry
– mostly hare, sometimes rabbit – on foot. This article is about the history of the sport in
England, the country of origin of Beagles and Beagling.

BEAGLING
A JOLLY SPORT

text and illustrations by

Ria HöRteR

An Attractive Sport
During their whole lives, the dogs have a fixed routine in
Over the years, Beagling and the rules of play have hardly the kennel. Quite often they are not housebroken, and they
changed. Compared to fox hunting on horseback, all aspects aren’t used to life outside a pack, as a family dog. Placing
of Beagling are “a size smaller,” not only the dogs – Beagles them in a home after they are too old for hunting is
instead of Foxhounds – but
problematic, and leaving old
also
the
venue
and
pack dogs unemployed in a
equipment.
And,
not
kennel causes fights, so
insignificantly, the costs are
euthanasia is sometimes the
substantially lower because
merciful option.
horses are not required.
Originally, Beagling was an
The Rich and Famous
attractive sport for elderly
Hunting with a pack of
former fox hunters as well as
hounds is in the blood of
people with limited funds. In
British country life. Not only
1803,
the
Sportsman’s
landowners but also schools
Cabinet called Beagling “A
(Eton, Marlborough, Camsport for gentlemen who are
bridge, Oxford) and even
too old or too infirm for
regiments own packs with
another pastime.”
Beagles. However, unlike fox
Beagling was also athunting, Beagling is not a
tractive for young people,
sport exclusively for the well‘Full Cry’ by Alfred Duke, an English painter who worked
sometimes still children, who
to-do. There are packs
at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century.
had to learn how to handle
managed by only one
dogs, and the rules of hunting with a pack of hounds.
huntsman or kennel boy.
Beagling comprises a pack of 12 or 16 Beagles – although
The hunters following such packs would meet at a country
there were also packs of about 20 to 40 hounds – followed house or pub. They were dressed in traditional clothes and
by hunters on foot. When they are about 12 months old, footwear – a black cap, dark-green jacket, white trousers,
young Beagles leave the kennels for their first hunt; on green stockings, black shoes or boots and white gloves. In
average, they participate in eight seasons.
short, with a sense of grandeur. Today, small groups of men

Beagling is a form of hunting that does not involve any horses,
the hounds being followed on foot, and is thus accessible to all.
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Beagles in Sydenham Edwards’ Cynographica Britannica, ca. 1800

and women, mostly dressed in tweed, body warmers, and wax
coats, meet at pubs for a relaxed day of Beagling.
While one of the characteristics of fox hunting is every man for
himself, Beagling is the opposite. When crossing a ditch, for
example, Beaglers assist each other when necessary. Beagling was,
and is, a sport of solidarity.
The land to be hunted is not always the property of the huntsman
or one landowner. Permission to cross the land must be sought prior
to the hunt. Nowadays, the landowners are often farmers.
Follow the Huntsman
The English Association of Masters of Harriers and Beagles –
founded in 1891 – emphasizes on its website (amhb.org.uk) that
“Beagling is a form of hunting that does not involve any horses,
the hounds being followed on foot, and is thus accessible to all.”
Some rules include listening to the hunting horn that sounds at
the beginning and end of the hunt, and respecting fences, livestock
and crops.
Normally, Beagling is organized in
1400, and at that time employed only
autumn and winter – from September
by those who could afford dogs for
to March – and mostly on Saturdays,
hunting. 14th- and 15th-century kings,
Wednesdays, and Boxing Day. Other
Edward II and Henry VII, had packs of
activities, such as agricultural shows or
Glove Beagles that were so small they
Beagle puppy shows, are organized
could fit in a glove or in the saddlebags.
during the rest of the year. Nine Beagle
Through the centuries, British
packs were entered at the Harrier and
royalty has favored the Beagle. King
Beagle Show in Peterborough in 1891,
Edward III (1312-77) owned a pack of
including the oldest pack in England,
120 “hare hounds” that accompanied
the Royal Rock Pack, founded at Rock
him on campaigns during the Hundred
Ferry, Cheshire, in 1845 and not
Years’ War. It was quite normal that
disbanded until 2015.
between battles, both sides had other
Springhill Beagles in 1914 by
Today, the Association of Masters of
obligations such as hunting, a royal
Henry Frederick Lucas-Lucas (1848-1943)
Harriers and Beagles represents 22
wedding, tournaments, etc.
packs of Harriers and 62 packs of
During the reign of Henry VIII
Beagles that hunt in the UK. Other sources say 85 packs, but (1491-1547), Beagles were valued members of the royal
presumably they included an unregistered pack.
household. Among the king’s domestic papers, a payment was
Large packs are managed by a master, a huntsman, and a whipper- found to Robert Shere, “the keeper of the Beagles,” whose job was
in. In small packs, the huntsman and master are the same person.
to make sure the dogs were “sweete, wholesome, and cleane.”
It’s also known that Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603) was an
Beagling through the Ages
enthusiastic Beagler. She called her dogs Singing Beagles
Packs of Beagles for hunting hare were known as early as around because of their melodious voices. Her Beagles were the so-called
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Pocket Beagles.
King James I (1566-1625) enjoyed the sport of hunting
hare with his pack of Beagles. He swapped Beagles for
French hounds with the king of France, Henri IV. Another
English king, Charles II (1630-85), hunted hare on
Newmarket Heath (Suffolk); today it’s well-known for its
two race courses.
During the reign of George IV (1762-1830), English
Beagles were described as rough-coated or smoothcoated; the king preferred the smooth-coated for his pack.
In all fairness, I have to add that these British monarchs
did not follow the dogs on foot; they followed on
horseback. Their servants were the real followers.
Historians called it Beagling, but in the strictest sense of
the word it was not.
Glamour, Adventure and Risk
By the 1750s, Beagling had been outshone by the
immensely popular fox hunting. Royalty and the aristocracy were
attracted to this sport with
horses and Foxhounds; more
glamour, adventure, and risk.
By the 18th century, Beagling
had become a sport for old(er)
gentlemen and ladies and was
scornfully called “the poor
person’s fox hunting” – a
sport for those who could not
afford a horse.
However, in the 1830s, the
tide turned for Beagling when
Rev. Philip Honeywood from
Markshale (Essex) formed a
pack of Beagles that
The Beagle Pub
resembled the present-day
Beagle. This pack is now
considered the foundation of the modern working Beagle. Between
1840 and 1860, Queen Victoria’s consort, Prince Albert (1819-61),
had a pack of almost-white Beagles.
About 10 Beagle packs were active in 1875, 18 in 1877. By
1902, the number had increased to 44; in 1903, there were 55; and,
in 2017, there are 59 Beagle packs and 19 Harrier packs registered
with the Association of Masters of Harriers and Beagles in the UK.
Capable Hunters
Some Beagle packs in England and Ireland – for example, the
already-mentioned Royal Rock Beagles, dating from 1845 – have
a long and rich history. The Royal Rock founder was Col. A.
Thompson who started with six dogs. He wrote: “Every Beagle
differs from another Beagle. Some
dogs have heads and ears as a Fox
Terrier, others as small Dogs and
others again as Foxhounds.” Col.
Thompson is considered to be the
one who developed the modern

A Beagle Hunt at Haydock Lodge Asylum (Lancashire)

working Beagle, but Thomas Johnson bred Beagles with a more
attractive appearance while remaining capable hunters.
In the 1850s, there were two coat varieties, smooth and rough.
Without any doubt, the rough variety carried terrier and roughcoated Welsh Hound blood. A rough-coated Beagle was
recorded at the Peterborough hound show in England in 1969
(Kristine Kraeuter, Training Your Beagle), but this type is now
considered extinct.

‘Departure from the Meet’ – At the right, a “Lady Whipper-in.”
(From: J. Ivester Lloyd, Beagling, 1954)

The Royal Rock Pack was the oldest in England; the oldest in
Ireland – the Foot Beagle Club of Ireland – was founded in 1887.
The Royal Rock Pack ceased to hunt in 2015.
Hunt Act 2004 and Drag Hunting
At the end of the 20th century,
hunt supporters and opponents
fought a battle, not always with
sensible arguments. Killing fox, hare,
rabbit, and other wildlife was
considered unethical, but in 2001, the
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Roadwork During the Summer

the flanks and when a dog is off the trail, bring it back to the pack.
The artificial trail contains animal urine, sometimes combined with
chemicals or anise oil.
Hares and rabbits do not run in straight lines, so the artificial trail
is not straight. Because a trail is perishable, the window for drag
hunting is about three hours.
When the lead dog starts the pursuit, the pack follows without
hesitation. As soon as the Beagles have found the trail, they give
tongue and everybody involved can enjoy their melodious voice.
Hunting with a pack of Beagles on hare and rabbit is no longer
possible. Beagling has become, just like fox hunting, an
imitation of the hunt with the scent of the quarry replaced by an
artificial odor.

(From: J.C. Jeremy Hobson, Beagling, 1987)

Tolerant
The dogs must work together as a pack, and because Beagles
pack of the Agricultural College in Wye (Kent) was stolen by the
can cover ground at speed, participants must be in good condition,
Animal Liberation Front. Speaking of ethics…
The Masters of Draghounds and Bloodhounds Association was especially when the hunt is over rough ground. The hunt is closed
concerned that a ban on pack hunting would lead to illegal activities with the “kill,” in old days the killing of the prey, but now the
in drag hunting. In drag hunting, an artificial trail is laid for the rewarding of the dogs, usually with meat.
Almost every hunt with Beagles has interested people who
dogs. The association managed to convince the policy makers that
follow on foot to enjoy the spectacle.
in the Hunting Act, drag hunting would not
Keeping a pack of Beagles requires
be forbidden and would come under the
effort and expense. When the hunting
associations’ exclusive ownership.
season is closed, the dogs need to be
The UK Supreme Court stated that
trained, and exercised with long walks and
“hunting not include the mere searching for
roadwork next to a bicycle. A pack can
an unidentified wild mammal for the
perform only if every member is tolerant of
purpose of stalking or flushing it.”
the others. All aspects of the sport require
On February 18, after a long and heavy
expertise, experience, knowledge and love
battle between supporters and opponents,
of dogs and the sport.
the Hunting Act 2004 came into force.
Supporters of the Hunting Act 2004
The Breed
included Sir Paul McCartney, Sir Roger
Greek historian Xenophon (ca. 433 BC)
Moore, Brian May of Queen, the League
wrote about hunting hare with small
Against Cruel Sports, and the Animal
hounds, but there is no proof that Beagles
Welfare Party, among others. Opponents
descended from the hare hounds of
were The Farmers’ Union of Wales, Jeremy
antiquity. The breed was developed from
Irons, and Prince Charles (who allegedly
The Meon Valley Beagles
primitive working dogs that followed the
commented that if hunting was banned, he
(Photo: Geoff Burch)
trail of the quarry. Some historians asserted
might as well leave the country and spend
that Beagles are no more than reduced Foxhounds. The Talbot
the rest of his life skiing).
Hound is considered to be an early ancestor. In the 11th century,
Talbot Hounds were taken to England by William the Conqueror.
The Process
The first record of the word “beagle” dates from 1475. The Celtic
Old traditions are maintained in Beagling. There are, for
example, various customs for closing the hunt. In France, word beag and the old French word beigh mean “small.” Others
participants or guests receive a foreleg of the game (pied mention the French word béenguele, meaning “open throat.” From
“open throat” to “give tongue” is only a small step.
d’honneur).
In Cynographica Britannica (an encyclopaedic compendium ca.
The huntsman selects the dogs. He picks the lead dog(s) and
combines experienced dogs with those of less experience. A good 1800 of dog breeds in Britain), Sydenham Edwards stated that “the
huntsman knows all his dogs and their behavior. He sees at once Beagle is the weakest under the hounds.” Other dog writers called
the breed the smallest and slowest.
when something is wrong – a lame
dog, for example.
Appearance and Working Ability
In general, a pack contains dogs
Through the centuries, breeders
and bitches; a few contain either one
crossbred the Beagle to make the dog
or the other. The whippers-in control
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smaller, larger, stronger, or faster. An
example is the crossings with the
Harrier. The fifth edition of Manual of
British Rural Sports, ‘Stonehenge’
(John Henry Walsh; 1810-88)
mentioned that there were four
varieties of Beagles: the medium
Beagle, which may be heavy and
Southern-like or light-boned and
Northern-like; the dwarf or lapdog
Beagle; the fox Beagle, which
resembled the Foxhound; and the
rough-coated or terrier Beagle. On
paintings or engravings, larger Beagles
are sometimes indistinguishable from
Foxhounds or Harriers.
The Kennel Club recognized the
breed in 1873; the first breed club dates
from 1890, and its first show was in
1896. The working Beagle differs from
the show Beagle, a phenomenon seen
in many breeds.
Nowadays, fewer breeders and
exhibitors work their dogs, although
maintaining working ability is still a
priority. British breeders of show
Beagles enter their dogs in The Kennel
Club studbook. Breeders of working
Beagles enter their dogs in the
studbook of the Association of Masters
of Harriers and Beagles.

a well-known Beagle breeder in The
Netherlands – stated: “A pack doesn’t
work for its master; they don’t work
for the honor, they work together to
pursue the quarry.”
And that is exactly the essence of
Beagling.

Ashley Doherty was the first whipper-in
at the Oakley Foot Beagles.
In 2007 the Young Beagler of the Year Award
was presented by Richard Bramley, vice-chairman of
the Association of Masters of Harriers and Beagles.
(Photo: Grafton Country Pictures)

Something About Beagles in America
In her book Training Your Beagle (2001), Kristine Kraeuter
states that the first mention of the Beagle in America appeared in
the 1642 town records of Ipswich, Mass. The first imports
exclusively intended for work arrived in the 1840s. The quality of
the dogs was inconsistent.
During the 1870s, Gen. Richard Rowett of Carlinville, Ill.,
imported Beagles from England. The first American breed standard
(1887) was probably based on Rowett’s dogs, which were known
for their uniform type combined with remarkable field ability.
A famous champion Beagle was Ringwood, imported by
Norman Elmore, a friend of Richard Rowett. Ringwood is an
ancestor of many American Beagles.
The American English Beagle Club was established in 1884,
followed by the National Beagle Club of America, Inc., founded
in 1890, whose objective was to hold field trials with the purpose
of improving field qualities as well as type.
The first field trial was organized by the NBCA in 1890, and
held in Hyannis, Mass. The first Beagle specialty show took place
a year later. Also in 1891, the conformation-oriented American
English Beagle Club merged with the National Beagle Club of
America to become the National Beagle Club.
In 1988, Mrs. Ottoline Baronesse van der Borch tot Verwolde –
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visit:

Attempts were made to find the names of the photographers.
Unfortunately, we did not always succeed. Please send a
message to the author (riahorter.com) if you think you are the
owner of a copyright.

The Annual Beagle Puppy Show in Aldershot
(Photo: Richard Hedger)
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